Consider a single server retrial queueing system with preemptive priority service and single working vacation in which two types of customers arrive in a Poisson process with arrival rates λ1 for low and λ2 for high priority customers. We assume that regular service times follow an exponential distribution with parameters μ1 and μ2 correspondingly. The retrial is introduced for low priority customers only. During working vacation the server serve's the arriving customers with lesser service rates µ3 and µ4 respectively. These service rates µ3 and µ4 follow an exponential distribution. However at any time the server may return from the working vacation with a working vacation rate α which follows the exponential distribution. The access from orbit to the service facility follows the classical retrial policy and the high priority customers will be governed by the pre-emptive priority service. This model is solved by using Matrix geometric Technique. Numerical study have been done in elaborate manner for finding the Mean number of customers in the orbit, Probabilities that server is idle, busy during working vacation and normal period.
INTRODUCTION
Queueing systems in which arriving customers who find all servers and waiting positions (if any) occupied may retry for service after a period of time as discussed by Artalejo [1] in his bibliography, is called Retrial queues. Because of the complexity of the retrial queueing models, analytic results are generally difficult to obtain. There are a great number of numerical and approximations methods are available, in this paper we will place more emphasis on the solutions by Matrix geometric method discussed by Gomez [4] .
MODEL DESRIPTION
Consider a single server retrial queueing system with preemptive priority service studied by Choi [2] , Falin [3] , Ayyappan [5] and single working vacation in which two types of customers arrive in a Poisson process with arrival rate λ1 for low priority customers and λ2 for high priority customers. These customers are identified as primary calls. In this model the server provides two types of service rates namely Regular service rates and lesser service rates. The regular service rates follow an exponential distribution with parameters μ1 and μ2 for low and high priority customers respectively. The lesser service rates during the working vacation follows the exponential distribution with parameter µ3 and µ4 for low and high priority customers respectively. The working vacation rate follows an exponential distribution with parameter α. The retrial is introduced for low priority customers only. Let K be the maximum number of waiting spaces for high priority customers in front of the service station.
Description of the Working Vacation
Working vacation models studied by Liu [6] , Tian [8] , Tien Van Do [9] , Wu [10] , is a kind of semi-vacation policy and it was first introduced by Servi and Finn [7] . A customer is served at a lesser service rate rather than completely stopping the service during a vacation. Part of service ability keeps the system operating in a lesser speed during a vacation. In the classical vacation queueing models, the server completely stops the service, but under working vacation policy, the server can still work during the vacation. So the working vacation is more reasonable than the classical vacation in some cases. If service speed degenerates into zero in a working vacation, the working vacation queueing model becomes a classical vacation queueing model. Therefore, the working vacation model is the generalization of the classical vacation model. The working vacation period is an operation period with a lower speed. At a vacation completion instant, if there are customers in the system, the server will come back to the normal working level. Otherwise, the server stays in an idle period. Once customers arrive into the system the server immediately begins a new busy period. After completion of a service (low/high), the server has to go for compulsory working vacation provided all the conditions below are satisfied. This is called a single working vacation policy (Exhaustive service type). The server may return from the working vacation at any time and is independent of the number of customers in the system. The term Single working vacation means the server goes for another working vacation again after completing atleast one service. Assume that the service time's µ3, µ4 during the working vacation are lesser than μ1, μ2 respectively.
If the server is free at the time of a primary call (low/high), the arriving call begins to be served immediately by the server and customer leaves the system after service completion. Otherwise, if the server is busy then the low priority arriving customer goes to orbit and becomes a source of repeated calls. The pool of sources of repeated calls may be viewed as a sort of queue. Every such source produces a Poisson process of repeated calls with intensity σ. If an incoming repeated call (low) finds the server free, it is served and leaves the system after service, while the source which produced this repeated call disappears. If any one of the waiting spaces is occupied by the high priority customers then the low priority customers (as a primary call) cannot enter into the service station and goes to the orbit. If the server is busy and there are some waiting spaces then a high priority customer can enter into the service station and waits for his service. If there are no waiting spaces then the high priority customers cannot enter into the service station and will be lost for the system. Otherwise, the system state does not change.
Priority Rule
If the server is engaging with low priority customer and at that time the higher priority customer enters then the high priority customer will get service immediately and the low priority customer who is in service goes to orbit without completion of his service. This type of priority service is called the Pre-emptive priority service.
Retrial Policy:
Most of the queueing system with repeated attempts assume that each customer in the retrial group seeks service independently of each other after a random time exponentially distributed with rate σ so that the probability of repeated attempt during the interval (t, t +∆t) given that there were n customers in orbit at time t is nσ ∆t + O(∆t). This discipline for access for the server from the retrial group is called classical retrial rate policy. The input flow of primary calls (low and high), interval between repetitions and service times are mutually independent.
MATRIX GEOMETRIC METHOD
Let N(t) be the random variable which represents the number of low priority customers in the orbit at time t and H(t) be the random variable which represents the number of high priority customers in the queue (in front of the service station) at time t and S(t) represents the server state at time t and C(t) represents working vacation period of system at time t. The random process is described as {< N(t) ,H(t), S(t) ,C(t)>/ N(t) = 0,1,2,3,… ; H(t) = 0,1,2,3,... The infinitesimal generator matrix Q is given below
A00, Ann-1, Ann, Ann+1 are square matrices order (2k+6).
The matrix A00 is described as 
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The matrix Ann is described as
If the capacity of the orbit is finite say M then AMM is described as Let X be a steady-state probability vector of Q and partitioned as X= ( x(0),x(1),x(2), ….) and X satisfies XQ = 0 , Xe = 1 (1) where x(i) = (Pi000 , Pi010 , Pi020 , Pi120 , Pi220 ,…, Pik20 ,Pi001 , Pi011 , Pi021 , Pi121 ,Pi221 ,…,Pik21) for i = 0,1,2,3,…
DIRECT TRUNCATION METHOD
In this method one can truncate the system of equations in (1) for sufficiently large value of the number of customers in the orbit, say M. That is, the orbit size is restricted to M such that any arriving customer finding the orbit full is considered lost. The value of M can be chosen so that the loss probability is small. Due to the intrinsic nature of the system in (1) the only choice available for studying M is through algorithmic methods. While a number of approaches are available for determining the cut-off point, M , the one that seems to perform well (with respect to approximating the system performance measures) is to increase M until the largest individual change in the elements of X for successive values is less than ε a predetermined infinitesimal value.
ANALYSIS OF STEADY STATE PROBABILITIES
We are applying Direct Truncation Method to find Steady state probability vector X. Let M denote the cut-off point or (5) and (6) - (λ2+α) by substituting χ0 we get
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The inequality (7) is also a sufficient condition for the retrial queueing system to be stable. Let Qn be the number of customers in the orbit after departure n th customer from the service station. We first prove the embedded Markov chain {Qn , n ≥ 0} is ergodic if (7) satisfies and it is readily to see that {Qn , n ≥ 0} is irreducible and aperiodic. It remains to be proved that {Qn, n ≥ 0} is positive recurrent. 3. This model becomes Single server Retrial queueing system with exhaustive type classical vacation under pre-emptive priority service as studied by Ayyappan [5] if µ3 → 0 and µ4 → 0.
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE MEASURES
We can find various probabilities for various values of λ1, λ2 , μ1, μ2 , μ3 , μ4, α, σ and K and the following system measures can be easily study with these probabilities. The following abbreviations are used in this model. Table I, Table II, Table III, Table IV show the impact of retrial rate over the system. Mean number of customers in the orbit decreases as σ increases. When σ is large, values of tables show that this retrial model becomes standard queueing model. Mean number high priority customers (MPQL) increases as k increases Table V and Table VI show the effect of working vacation rate over the system. As working vacation rate α increase, mean number of customers in the orbit decreases and this model becomes retrial queueing system with pre-emptive priority service. 
CONCLUSIONS
It is observed from the numerical study that Mean number of low priority customers in the orbit decreases as the retrial rate increases. The probabilities for the server being idle, busy during the working vacation and normal period depend on retrial rate. The various special cases discussed in section 7 are particular cases of this research work. This research work can further be extended by introducing various parameters like negative arrival and second optional services.
